
VIRTUAL TRAINING 
June 4, 2024  | 10:00 am – 1:00 pm Pacific Time

 
TRAINING
This training will provide attendees with an understanding of Formula Current Assisted Stock (FCAS) 
and how it impacts the Indian Housing Block Grant (IHBG) Formula Allocation. The training will 
review how to determine FCAS eligibility and FCAS reporting on the Formula Response Form.  The 
discussion will highlight how and when to report units that are conveyance eligible, vacant, and 
converted as well as what to do if project counts do not match.

TRAINING REGISTRATION
Registration for this training is FREE, but you must register to attend. Registration is available online at  
https://bit.ly/FormulaCurrentAssistedStock_June-4-2024.
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INSTRUCTIONS AND 
MATERIALS
A link to electronic 
materials will be emailed by 
Friday, May 31, 2024. 

TECHNOLOGY NEEDED
The training will be 
presented via an online 
platform. Participants 
will need a smart device 
(computer, laptop, tablet, or 
phone) with internet or WiFi 
connection. A web camera 
is not required but will be 
utilized if available. 

TRAINERS

Mindi D’Angelo, FirstPic, Inc. - Ms. D’Angelo is the Senior Vice 
President at FirstPic, Inc. and has over 20 years of experience 
working with the Office of Native American Programs (ONAP), 
Tribes, and tribally designated housing entities (TDHEs). 
Since 2007, Ms. D’Angelo has directed and served as the 
subject matter expert for the Indian Housing Block Grant 
(IHBG) Formula Customer Service Center, which assists ONAP 
with the formula maintenance and operations of the IHBG 
program, regulated under the Native American Housing 
Assistance and Self Determination Act of 1996 (NAHASDA) 
and serving approximately 590 American Indian Tribes and 
Alaska Native Villages and/or corporation recipients. Key 
activities include providing HUD with collection, statistical, 
and policy analysis; running the data analysis for the IHBG 
formula allocations for all participating Tribes; notifying 
Tribes of their allocations; providing remote TA to all Tribes 
and TDHEs; conducting on-site assessments to provide TA, 
data validation, and accountability; producing a range of 
specialized and routine reports; and assessing and evaluating 
Census Data challenges. Ms. D’Angelo also provided technical 
and logistical support IHBG Formula Negotiated Rulemaking 
in 2013-2016.  In addition to her work with the IHBG Formula, 
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Ms. D’Angelo oversees training and technical assistance across a wide array of topics affecting the 
growth of Native American/Alaskan Native Housing programs  including: expanding affordable 
housing activities; Emergency Rental Assistance and American Rescue Plan implementation and 
reporting; Veteran’s Affairs Supportive Housing implementation, strategic planning; development 
and planning; capacity building; grants and financial management; environmental review; 
procurement; community development; resident services; policy development; self-monitoring; 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits; admissions and occupancy; energy efficiency; and disaster/
emergency recovery.  She also assists the National Congress of American Indians manage a 
microgrants program designed to help Tribes fill gaps in current tribal victim services and/or to 
develop or expand the ability of tribal victim assistance programs to provide services.

Odalis Vicencio, FirstPic, Inc. - Ms. Vicencio provides technical support and customer service 
to Tribes, tribally designated housing entities (TDHEs), and HUD staff through the IHBG Formula 
Customer Service Center. She is responsible for researching and drafting responses to tribal 
requests for data changes;  providing technical support to Tribes and TDHEs toll free hotline; 
tracking of all incoming and outgoing correspondence; and generating weekly and monthly 
progress reports to HUD.
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